
Year 4 Home Learning Menu - Spring 2

Subject Review New

Humanities Make a double-page spread to summarise your learning last
half-term about the Alps.
Try and include information about:
-where the Alps are
-what lives on a mountain at different heights
-what it is like to climb a mountain
-how tourism affects some regions like Chamonix
-how to protect brown bears

Would you like to visit the Alps? Why/why not?

Your new history unit is The Tudors. In particular, you will learn about the reign
of Elizabeth I.

Take a look at the National Portrait Gallery website to explore a range of images
and sources related to this British monarch.
https://www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/person/mp01452/queen-elizabeth-i

What do you notice? What do these sources show us? Which do you find most
fascinating and why? What question do you have?

Reading

Oracy task: Time to Talk

Willow class has been participating in the Apollo music
Project.

Tell someone at home all about it using these sentence starts:
The musicians from Apollo have been showing us…
What I like about the music they play is…
I am curious to know more about…
My favourite instrument so far has been…because…
Being a professional musician takes…

In reading this half term, we will explore two texts linked to our history unit on the Tudor
period. One of them is a version of William Shakespeare’s famous play Macbeth.

This series of 8 short video clips tells the story of Macbeth with cartoon animations:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-ks2-macbeth-ep1/zfqv8xs

There is a script for the opening scenes of the play here (an extract is on the other side of
this page). https://teach.files.bbci.co.uk/schoolradio/english/macbeth/episode_01.pdf

Watch the video to revise the plot and make your own cartoon strip of the play. You could
even write your own retell with dialogue.
Alternatively, you may want to act out a scene using the script above by learning some
lines off by heart like an actor. Remember, Macbeth was written as a play to be
performed, so use your acting and expression to bring it to life!

Science In science last half term, we learned all about living things. You
learned about the impact we as humans can have on animal and
plant habitats.

Think about the habitats in our local area: the canal, the wetlands,
our local parks and even our own forest area.

Which living things live in these habitats? Can you go out and see
how many you can find and identify?

Make a poster to persuade humans to impact our local habitats
positively. What can they do? What should they avoid?

Our focus in science will be digestion, teeth and food chains. We will explore the
stages of human digestion and the organs involved in the process. Our enquiry
focus is the different types of teeth and their functions.

Looking after our teeth is really important. Design a guide to help someone to
take care of their teeth. It could be a leaflet, or a presentation that you prepare
and present to your class. Include information about:
-the types of teeth we have
-how often to brush them
-when to brush them
-how long to brush them for
-which types of foods can damage our teeth if we eat them too much
-the importance of visiting a dentist
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